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Joel, Obadiah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi
A Commentary on Amos, Ezra, Esther, Haggai, Nehemiah.
Born the son of a clergyman on October 18, 1662, Matthew Henry was ordained
into the British Presbyterian Church where he held the pastorate in Chester from
1687 to 1712. He was widowed, married again and had 10 children, three whom
died in infancy. Henry died in 1714. Henry began work on his commentary as
"Notes On The New Testament" in 1704 and the monumental work was completed
shortly before his death in 1714. Remembered as a caring pastor, a passionate
lover of the Word of God, and a man of great personal integrity, Matthew Henry
has left his mark on the hearts of countless Christians who seek a deeper
understanding of the riches that Scripture contains. This edition of Matthew
Henry's Commentary on the Whole Bible uses the King James text and is abridged
from the original six volumes while faithfully retaining all of the vibrant themes of
that classic work. Everything here is in Matthew Henry's own words and nothing
relevant to today's reader has been omitted.

Micah / Nahum / Habakkuk / Zephaniah / Haggai / Zechariah /
Malachi
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The Message of Malachi
Verse by verse exposition of the prophecy of Haggai by Duncan Heaster, part of
the New European commentary series based on the New European version of the
Bible.

The Preacher's Commentary
A comprehensive commentary on all twelve of the minor prophets. Free of
footnotes and devotional in style.

Concerning the End for Which God Created the World
The biggest barrier to faith is life itself. Divorce. Cancer. Infertility. Death. There
are times in our lives in which God seems very far away. We don't understand His
silence. We only feel the intensity of our pain and the echoing question of 'why?'
The Bible declares that God is good, but can we still believe this when our lives are
falling apart? In Keep Believing, Dr. Pritchard affirms what the Bible declares: that
God is good and His mercy endures forever. This is true regardless of our momentPage 3/22
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by-moment experience. God has provided comfort in our times of struggle and
healing in our times of hurt through the balm of His Word. You believed in the light
of day; will you still believe at midnight? Search the Scriptures with Dr. Pritchard
for words of encouragement and hope. Put your confidence in the God who
sorrowfully watched His Son suffer at Calvary for your benefit. Know that the same
loving heavenly Father has everything completely under control. He is with you
and longs to comfort you as you struggle through your hard times. Take a tell-tale
look at your devotion to the Lord and His never-ending love and commitment to
you in Keep Believing. You served God in the sunshine; will you now serve him in
the shadows?

Haggai
The Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries provide compact, critical
commentaries on the books of the Old Testament for the use of theological
students and pastors. The commentaries are also useful for upper-level college or
university students and for those responsible for teaching in congregational
settings. In addition to providing basic information and insights into the Old
Testament writings, these commentaries exemplify the tasks and procedures of
careful interpretation, all to assist students of the Old Testament in coming to an
informed and critical engagement with the biblical texts themselves. The six books
found at the close of the Minor Prophets (Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai,
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Zechariah, and Malachi) present distinctive understandings of God, humanity, and
the future. This commentary engages those understandings, considers what the
books may have meant in the past, and describes how they resonate with
contemporary readers. With attention to issues of gender, violence, and inclusivity,
O'Brien explores the ethical challenges of the books and asks how faithful readers
can both acknowledge the problems these biblical books raise and appreciate their
value for contemporary theological reflection.

The Books of Haggai and Malachi
An inspirational commentary on the message of the Minor Prophets. Volume 1
surveys the work of Hosea through Jonah and is now repackaged with a
contemporary cover.

The Minor Prophets
Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi: Old Testament New European
Christadelphian Commentary
These books, from what are often called the twelve prophets, continue to recount
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the story of the return from Babylonian exile. They speak with immediacy and
power to the generation that was responsible for writing down and organizing the
Hebrew Scriptures and founding Judaism as a religion, not just an ethnic identity.
Haggai demonstrates how not to be a prophet, as his wildly optimistic and datespecific predictions don't come true. Zechariah then tries to restore the reputation
of the prophets after Jeremiah denounces them as liars. A central issue is the
rebuilding of the temple-how can it replace the celebrated temple of Solomon?
Should it be built before the people even have the resources to build their own
houses? When did God leave the temple, and what will convince God to return?
These postexilic prophets affirm the many traditions of the people of Judah and
Israel, who are still reeling from exile, offering them hope and direction. They
promise that God's justice will include punishment of their enemies and a full
restoration of God's people. John J. Collins is Holmes Professor of Old Testament at
Yale Divinity School. A native of Ireland, he has a doctorate from Harvard
University, and earlier taught at the University of Chicago, and the University of
Notre Dame. He has published widely on the subjects of apocalypticism, wisdom,
Hellenistic Judaism, and the Dead Sea Scrolls and served as president of both the
Catholic Biblical Association and the Society of Biblical Literature.

Be Heroic (Minor Prophets)
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The Minor Prophets
This bestselling text by Haddon Robinson, considered by many to be the "teacher
of preachers," has sold over 300,000 copies and is a contemporary classic in the
field. It offers students, pastors, and Bible teachers expert guidance in the
development and delivery of expository sermons. This new edition has been
updated throughout and includes helpful exercises. Praise for the Second Edition
Named "One of the 25 Most Influential Preaching Books of the Past 25 Years" by
Preaching "[An] outstanding introduction to the task of preparing and presenting
biblical sermons. More than any other book of the past quarter century, Biblical
Preaching has profoundly influenced a generation of evangelical
preachers."--Preaching

Haggai, Zechariah
"Dr. A. W. Tozer, without question, had an 'anointing' for this generation. As an
articulate preacher and perspicuous writer, he assumed the role of a reverent
forecaster. His so accurate description of unseemly religious and moral conditions
and where they were leading the church are black facts that make one wonder
about the 'religion' of the evangelical church of our day." — Dr. L. L. King, from the
foreword The Price of Neglect, a collection of editorials written while Dr. Tozer was
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the editor of Alliance Life, contains one of Tozer’s most consistent messages: Do
not neglect the spiritual life, for you cannot afford to. Tozer warns against rising
secularism, which is characterized by a muting or outright compromise of biblical
truths, carnal worship, and lifestyles practically identical with that of the world.
With a prophetic voice in articulate writing, he pens chapters like: The Price of
Neglect Lyric Theology Personal Holiness Is a First Prayer Changes People—And
Things The Value of a Good Home On Omitting the Third Stanza Heed Tozer’s
warning in The Price of Neglect, and give your spiritual life the attention it
demands.

Spurgeon Commentary: 2 Thessalonians, 2 Timothy, Titus
An excellent exegetical commentary

Commentary on the Twelve Prophets
A critical, experimental, and practical commentary on the Bible, this three-volume
work is renowned for its scholarship and keen insight into the Scriptures. While
scholarly, the commentary is not overly technical and so is accessible to pastor,
student, and layperson alike. C. H. Spurgeon commented on Jamieson-FaussetBrown, It contains so great a variety of information that if a man had no other
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exposition he would find himself at no great loss if he possessed and used it
diligently.

Daniel the Prophet
Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi
General editor Lloyd J. Ogilvie brings together a team of skilled and exceptional
communicators to blend sound scholarship with life-related illustrations. The design
for the Preacher's Commentary gives the reader an overall outline of each book of
the Bible. Following the introduction, which reveals the author's approach and
salient background on the book, each chapter of the commentary provides the
Scripture to be exposited. The New King James Bible has been chosen for the
Preacher's Commentary because it combines with integrity the beauty of language,
underlying Hebrew and Greek textual basis, and thought-flow of the 1611 King
James Version, while replacing obsolete verb forms and other archaisms with their
everyday contemporary counterparts for greater readability. Reverence for God is
preserved in the capitalization of all pronouns referring to the Father, Son, or Holy
Spirit. Readers who are more comfortable with another translation can readily find
the parallel passage by means of the chapter and verse reference at the end of
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each passage being exposited. The paragraphs of exposition combine fresh
insights to the Scripture, application, rich illustrative material, and innovative ways
of utilizing the vibrant truth for his or her own life and for the challenge of
communicating it with vigor and vitality.

Nineveh and Its Remains
This commentary by Pieter A. Verhoef offers a thorough exegesis and exposition of
Haggai and Malachi — two important books of Scripture that, unfortunately, are
little studied — and stresses the relevance of these prophets' messages in terms of
continuity and discontinuity for the Christian church. Verhoef's introduction to each
book elucidates questions of authorship, style, text, structure, historical
background, and message. Making extensive use of structural analysis, Verhoef
argues convincingly for the authenticity, unity, and integrity of both books. Verhoef
also brings his knowledge of the ancient Near East, the Old Testament, and biblical
scholarship to bear in the commentary proper, and he displays theological acumen
and pastoral sensitivity in tailoring his exposition for the student and pastor as well
as for the scholar.

Word for Today Bible-NKJV
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Charles J. Ellicott Bible Commentary on the Whole for English Readers, Volume 1 of
3. Charles Ellicott wrote this exceptional Bible commentary to be used for Pastors
and Students. It is written to be explained rather than to be technical so that as to
reach all English readers. Charles Ellicott focuses on the English explanation rather
than the Greek and addresses the expository side less than the technical since this
does not contain Greek words or terminology. Dr. Charles Ellicott assembled and
edited this commentary, utilizing 28 different authors, including Rev. Payne Smith,
Rev. C. J. Elliott, and Rev. C. H. Waller. This is a must have for anyone desiring a
greater understanding of the Bible as a whole. The scripture and commentary are
on the same page making it easy to read and understand. This commentary is one
that you will treasure in your library and you will not want to let this one pass you
by.

1 Kings
Biblical Preaching
David Pawson presents a unique overview of both the Old and New Testaments.

God's Masterwork
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This book grew out of the soil and toil of 60 years. The seeds germinated and grew
over a long period. I tried to walk with the prophets and exiles and understand the
time and period of their day. If you know virtually nothing about the prophets, then
this book is for you. I live in your world and write on your level. Reading this book
will give you a comprehensive view of the law and the prophets. You will read
sentences that will stab you and awake you to beauty and hope that will connect
you to real life.

Inspire
No description available

Rebuild and Renew
Gain easy access to the best of Spurgeon's writings on three of Paul's epistles.
Spurgeon Commentary: 2 Thessalonians, 2 Timothy & Titus collects his thoughts
on these books in a commentary format, including sermon illustrations and
applications culled from his sermons and writings. Illustrations are indexed by
theme, enabling you to quickly find a fitting observation, whether you're searching
by topic or verse. Each section of Scripture also includes at least one application
from Spurgeon based on those verses. And updated language brings greater clarity
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to his teachings than ever before--allowing you to better understand and apply
Spurgeon's rich insights into 2 Thessalonians, 2 Timothy, and Titus.

A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Haggai, Zechariah,
Malachi and Jonah
Do others look to you for leadership? Do you face a major task or shoulder heavy
responsibilities? Do you want to take your leadership skills to a higher level? When
Nehemiah confronted the task of rebuilding Jerusalem's wall, he was heartbroken
by the damage he saw and nearly overwhelmed by the task that lay before him.
Yet through the application of timeless leadership principles, Nehemiah completed
this nearly impossible project, and laid a pattern for success which is just as valid
for us today. Charles Swindoll brings his sensible and straightforward style to offer
a deeply spiritual approach to the role of leader. Whatever the context, secular or
ministerial, he demonstrates how to size up a task, organize and motivate a team,
and respond to inevitable obstacles such as these: Unforeseen setbacks
Unrelenting deadlines Criticism and outside resistance Personality conflicts
Financial pressures and temptations The insights that Swindoll draws from
Nehemiah's wise administration will change your approach to leadership forever.

Prophetic Oracles of Salvation in the Old Testament
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"[Here is] ?the ?Genesis for our generation and beyond."—Robert Fagles Genesis
begins with the making of heaven and earth and all life, and ends with the image
of a mummy—Joseph's—in a coffin. In between come many of the primal stories in
Western culture: Adam and Eve's expulsion from the garden of Eden, Cain's
murder of Abel, Noah and the Flood, the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah,
Abraham's binding of Isaac, the covenant of God and Abraham, Isaac's blessing of
Jacob in place of Esau, the saga of Joseph and his brothers. In Robert Alter's
brilliant translation, these stories cohere in a powerful narrative of the tortuous
relations between fathers and sons, husbands and wives, eldest and younger
brothers, God and his chosen people, the people of Israel and their neighbors.
Alter's translation honors the meanings and literary strategies of the ancient
Hebrew and conveys them in fluent English prose. It recovers a Genesis with the
continuity of theme and motif of a wholly conceived and fully realized book. His
insightful, fully informed commentary illuminates the book in all its dimensions.

Life-Study of Minor Prophets
In the latest addition to the Bible Speaks Today Old Testament commentary series,
Peter Adam offers a readable and reliable exposition of the book of Malachi for
pastors and lay commentary readers.
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Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi
Charles Swindoll's practical study of the books of Matthew through 1 Thessalonians
is part of God's Masterwork, a five-volume overview of the Bible that lays a
foundation for a lifetime of personal Bible study and application.

2 Samuel Commentary
Jesus Christ is the living Head of His true Church. He speaks to it through new
revelation. God has now revealed a physical sign which shows that He has started
shaking the nations. He won’t stop until every person on Earth knows the true God!
Fasten your seat belt for the worst ride of your life! At the same time, God’s very
elect are going to have an inspiring, joyful experience beyond what man can even
imagine-concluded by the greatest event ever to occur in the universe, the return
of Jesus Christ! In this booklet: • Shaking the Heavens and the Earth • Consider
Your Ways This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia
Church of God. However, please not that Google Play will need a verified Google
Wallet account which requires your credit card information. In a small number of
countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will
be refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process.
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Haggai: Old Testament New European Christadelphian
Commentary
For over 30 years, Pastor Chuck Smith, founder of the Calvary Chapel movement,
has been bringing Biblical truth alive in the hearts of believers. The Word for Today
Bible focuses on a selection of his most powerful teachings and is packed with
commentary, illustrations, and insights that guide readers to a deeper
understanding of scripture. Through key features like introductions to each book of
the Bible, articles connected to ideas found in the scriptures, and sidebars that
illuminate key passages, you'll benefit from Smith's simple, yet profound teaching
and experience a Spirit-filled life.

Ellicott's Bible Commentary
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
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has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Handbook on the Prophets
We all admire the hero. That person who’s celebrated for accomplishing big things
in the face of even bigger odds. Yet heroes aren’t defined by their circumstances,
but by their choices. They’re people who continually choose to serve others, even
when no one is watching, and without expecting credit. Based on the books of
Ezra, Haggai, and Zechariah, this study examines three unsung heroes of the Bible
who can inspire us today. Part of Dr. Warren W. Wiersbe’s best-selling “BE”
commentary series, BE Heroic has now been updated with study questions and a
new introduction by Ken Baugh. A respected pastor and Bible teacher, Dr. Wiersbe
shares small ways we can make a big impact. Because when it’s all about being a
servant, we all have what it takes to be a hero.

Genesis: Translation and Commentary
Verse-by-verse commentary on the book of 1 Kings.
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Keep Believing: Finding God in Your Deepest Struggles (2019
Edition)
Commentaries on the Old Testament books of Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi and
Jonah are included in this book, which is part of the International Critical
Commentary series.

The Price of Neglect and Other Essays
No further information has been provided for this title.

Jamieson-Fausset-Brown Bible Commentary
The Inspire Bible is now available in large print! Enjoy all of the cherished features
from the Inspire Bible plus enlarged text for a comfortable reading experience and
larger illustrations for coloring! A much-anticipated extension to the Inspire Bible
line, this beautiful resource is for people wanting to connect to Scripture through
art but who have a hard time reading the smaller text in other wide-margin Bibles,
or who prefer a larger canvas for coloring and adding original art. The large-print
Inspire Bible offers even more space for notes and illustrations in the extra-wide
margins, along with a large, readable 10.8-point text font. The large-print version is
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the same as the original Inspire Bible, but it augments the beauty of the features
with even bigger line-art illustrations to color and ample blank space for creating.
Now available in a beautiful, tranquil blue Hardcover LeatherLike edition featuring
the much-loved full-color vintage floral page edge printing, a matching ribbon
marker, and an elastic band closure.

Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries: Nahum, Habakkuk,
Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi
The prophetic books of the Bible contain some of the most difficult passages in the
entire Old Testament. Veteran professor Robert Chisholm guides readers through
the important and often complex writings of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Lamentations,
Ezekiel, Daniel, and the Minor Prophets, examining the content, structure, and
theological message of each book. Rather than attempting to provide a detailed
verse-by-verse commentary, this handbook focuses on the prevailing themes and
central messages of the prophetic books. It considers how the message of the
prophets would have been heard in their respective historical communities and
considers the prophets' continuing importance for contemporary study. Now
available in paperback.

Hand Me Another Brick
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Unlocking the Bible
The NIV Application Commentary SeriesThe setting: Jerusalem. Recently returned
from Babylonian captivity, the Jews are occupied with personal pursuits while the
temple of Yahweh lies in ruins. To the prophets Haggai and Zechariah falls the task
of calling God’s people to their forgotten priority: rebuilding his house. Heeding
prophetic admonition, the people overcome the obstacles that face them and
prosper in their work––thanks largely to the vision and encouragement of the
prophets.The books of Haggai and Zechariah represent a golden period in Old
Testament history, but they are often overlooked. Yet these two minor prophets
speak a major message to the church today. It is one that calls us, as a community
of faith, to the priority of God’s house, and inspires us with glimpses of its future
glory.Exploring the links between the Bible and our own times, Mark J. Boda shares
perspectives on Haggai and Zechariah that reveal their enduring relevance for our
twenty-first-century lives.Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from
our world to the world of the Bible. But they leave us there, assuming that we can
somehow make the return journey on our own. They focus on the original meaning
of the passage but don’t discuss its contemporary application. The information
they offer is valuable––but the job is only half done!The NIV Application
Commentary Series helps bring both halves of the interpretive task together. This
unique, award-winning series shows readers how to bring an ancient message into
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our present-day context. It explains not only what the Bible meant but also how it
speaks powerfully today.“This series promises to become an indispensable tool for
every pastor and teacher who seeks to make the Bible’s timeless message speak
to this generation.BILLY GRAHAMSome commentaries build walls that isolate you
back in the ancient world. The NIV Application Commentary builds bridges that
make the Bible come alive with meaning for contemporary lift––and the series does
so concisely, clearly, and accurately. No wasted words or academic detours––just
solid help and practical truth!”WARREN W. WIERSBE

On the Whole Bible
Prophetic Oracles of Salvation in the Old Testament is a comprehensive and
innovative assessment of these often ignored or misunderstood canonical texts.
Claus Westermann shows that these oracles occur in distinct forms and make up a
coherent tradition. He goes on to demonstrate that these texts, often percieved
only as a message of judgement and doom, in fact proclaim hope and deliverance
as well.
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